
Cadac Care for  
Manufacturing
Get the most out of your
engineering capacity



Get the perfect support in managing your CAD, PDM or EDM 
environments. With a well-thought-out plan, we ensure that 
your engineering environment works optimally and is always 
up to date. Make the most of and optimise your engineering 
capacity. Processes, software and teams become one.  
How do we do this?

Comprehensive system check
Engineering systems are configured differently in practice. Do 
you know exactly which version, with which updates, runs on 
which system? It is easy to lose track. This results in updates and 
migrations causing problems that need to be solved immediately, 
so engineering stops.

We map this out precisely in extensive system checks. We also 
take a close look at the systems themselves. What are the system 
features and the OS? After this, we provide all systems with the 
best possible configuration so that everything runs like clockwork.

We record how we work. Finally!
We then look at the current working methods of your engineers 
in detail. How is modelling executed? How is engineering data 
handled? With this information and our 30+ years of experience 
with numerous customers, we can
determine the best approach for your organisation together.

We record the most important use cases and maintain them in  
a handy portal. You decide who gets access to it. From now on,  
3D models will be clearly constructed and new colleagues will  
be familiarised with them in no time at all.

A well-thought-out management plan
Based on the system check and best practices, we draw up a 
management plan that is fully tailored to your environment
and practices. Together we plan exactly what we are going to do 
and when so that your engineering capacity can be used to the 
maximum. You know exactly where you stand. All our agreements 
can be found in the portal.

Use engineers more effectively
Your best and best-paid engineers no longer have to spend time on 
the maintenance of engineering systems. They will have time for their 
engineering projects again.
 

Prevent downtime
With over 30 years of experience, we know better than anyone how to 
maintain and update your engineering system without bothering you. 

Clear work processes
From now on, 3D models will be clearly constructed. Everyone can 
take over anyone else’s work effortlessly, and new colleagues will be 
familiarised without a problem.

The ideal configuration
We optimally configure all engineering systems. We plan 
maintenance and migrations together. 

One permanent contact person
We like transparent lines of communication and we like to make  
clear agreements. We will assign you a permanent.

Be the first to know
As an Autodesk Platinum Partner, we are always the first to know 
about new software developments for your industry. 

  With Cadac Care, we  

ensure that your engineering 

systems perform optimally  

and that your engineering  

team works together better  

than ever before.

 

  Mischa van Brandwijk
 Customer Success Manager

 Machine- en apparatenbouw



We avoid ad-hoc updates and migrations and loss of valuable 
time for your engineers. We avoid uncertainty about the best 
approach to building 3D models. You and your engineers will 
have the peace of mind to focus 100% on innovation.

Periodic maintenance
We now know exactly what your configuration looks like. 
This minimises your downtime, engineers experience minimal 
inconvenience and there are fewer work disturbances on  
your projects.

We work according to our best practices, developed based  
on more than 30 years of experience at numerous companies,
also in your industry. As one of six Autodesk Platinum Partners  
in Europe, you can rest assured that we know all the Autodesk ins 
and outs. We are the first to know about new developments, bugs 
and issues and know better than anyone how to get the most out 
of Autodesk software.

Development plan for engineers
Together we determine how we are going to raise the level of 
your engineers and how we are going to refine working practices. 
Where are we now? What level do we want to reach? And how are 
we going to get there? We’ll put it in a clear development plan.

Practical workshops on the latest market developments, on-the-job 
training, classroom training or e-learning. We do everything in our 
power to take your engineering to the next level.

Support for digital transition

Silver Gold Platinum

Aviced amount of users 5 10 10 +

On-site consultant visit (per year) 6 12 24

Training per visit x x x

Technical application management x x x

Documentation environment x x x

Engineering workplace support x x x

Intake & 0 measurement in advance x x x

Project portal x x x

Process improvement survey x x

Record the most common use cases x x

Annual innovation management workshop x x



Cadac. Enabling digital. 

www.cadac.com

Cadac. Enabling digital. 
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